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FOREWORD

This report has had classified material removed in order to
make the information available on an unclassified, open
publication basis, to any interested parties. This effort to
declassify this report has been accomplished specifically to
support the Department of Defense Nuclear Test Personnel Review

FY ANTPR) Program. The objective is to facilitate studies of the
i Now levels of radiation received by some individuals during the
(Ustmospheric nuclear test program by making as much information
“as pagsible available to all interested parties.

le material which has been deleted is all currently
classWied as Restricted Data or Formerly Restricted Data under
the provisjon of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, (as amended) or
is Natspn Security Information.

This”Feport has been reproduced directly from available
copies of the original material. The locations from which
material has been deleted is generally obvious by the spacings
and “holes" in-the text. Thus the context of the material
deleted is ident if ied to assist the reader in the determination
of whether the deleeee information is germane to his study.

It is the belie? of“Fhe individuals who have participated
in preparing this repor deleting the classified material
and of the Defense iuciegr gency that the report accurately
portrays the contents o e-original and that the deleted
material is of little or no ificance to studies into the
amounts or types of radiatio ceived by any individuals
during the atmospheric nucl est program.
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FOREVORD

While the Castle shot schedule has been markedly changed since the
meetings which are the subject of this document, it is felt worthwhile to
present this swmary of the discussion essentially as it took place, with-
out attempting to revise amy comments as to shot participation, sites, and
the jlitkp. However, it should be borne in mind that the schedule change

ect many of the plans made in these meetings,

Sten schedule (as of 10 April 1953) is presented here for con-
venience, : ay!

 

UhNasa
Shot Aste Site

1 ahsi/s4 Bikini—Surface Shot Cver
Deep Vater—Barge

  

 

2 2/25/54 Bikini—Vicinity of Namu

3 3/8/54 \ BMkini—Vicinity of Yurochi—Barge

4 3/17/5k “A Bikini--Vicinity of Yurochi—Barge
fay

5 3/2h/5 WS Bilcini—Eninman»)(3 1/3/5k a Enivetok—iberiru
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SECTIGN I
CASTLE DEVICES AND LASL EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

te Ee. Orle

(NOTE: Portions of the discussion have been omitted in order to keep
ff} classification of this document as low as possible. )

1u) SCHEDULE

Pqpresent schedule is as follows:

i
n
t

 

SHOT ai Enivetok, Vicinity of Elugelab or Rigili
IA°%‘

2, fi Bikini, Eninman

Se a ry Bikini, Barge or site on Yurochi - Aomoen chain

4. Bikini, Barge

Se [ Bikini, Barge
{a \

6. rl Eniwetok, Ebveriru
A) ;

with the first shot ptamed($e ~15 February 1954, subsequent shots
at the following intervals: 10, 10, 10, and 7 days, respectively.
Intervals between shots are ed.on cryosenics, radiochemical sample
analysis requirements, ond geogyapliical (atoll) locations,

Be MODELS

The FIRST is a shot, simi to tike but with
20 that one wula suess the =m

‘with a more probable number i

Zero point for this shot is still wndeptatn, The proposal which is
under study at the moment is for essentially the bame site as Mike--up on
the reef from Elugelab. It is considered more pear however, that it
will be either dom the reef from Bogallua or cloge to Rigili. ite hope
this will be settled within the next few days. e pacertointy concerns
present radiation levels and condition of the islands around Elugelab.)
This is planned as a surface shot, essentially on a mpfi-nade island,

ewe
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suovr 3 ‘is Berkeley's first thormonuclear test.

‘Yield is ted
nis mii also be @ surface shot, in thiscase on land(Eninsen)

so that there will be an appreciable amowmt of dirt eroimd it, as opposed to
Swot \ which will be surrounded either by reef or water,

_ Ssroy 4, acain on the rround, yield!
i i itt is presently proposea tobé shot on a barre in the laroon, 2500 yas

offishore from the Yurochi - Aomoen chain in Bizini Atoll, There is a possi-g
billvty that the Upshot series will indicate certain precise photographic
measurements are necessary on this model which will require that it be in
a fixed) pasition. In this case, one “ould swine it aroumd and anchor the
barze on;one of the islands in this chain, cpproximetely the same distance
from the: gamma.and photo stations.

  

PY

The proposal at the \moment tofire on barges in
the same general position as-—\ about 3 or 34miles offshore,
using the same photo statio or) for that shot. If are fired, one
of them would take the race fin the schedule.

@

©)
(Incidentally, the water in the Yicini of the barge shots is about

30 fathoms deep.) .
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  C. PROPOSED LASL AND UCRL EXPERIMENTAL PRocraus [
i

As the croup probably imows, there has been a rdesqnable amount of
confusion as to what happened on “ike Shot. Up wmtil a few;weeks ago there

were two values for the yield which were contradictory and ppunectet ty differ-
ent, yet no one could find anything seriously «rong with eit 90 of then.

Low
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All this has led to the desire to instrument one shot of this series
in such a memer as to try to answer some of the questions which came up
during Hike, After o great deal of debate, LASL has said 1ét that snot be

the

Tk. S$ RoT al

idl Thus, this test will include sevoral wry complicated sets of
expe inents » comparable to the sort of work that Krause and Felt did on
Kike\Stigt. The seteup will involve 8 or 10 vacuum pipes (probably one
which is 1@\imches in diameter, the others © inches in diameter) running
2500 or 3000,yds to a recording station where various Ganex, Tenex, and
other techniques will be employed to observe the reaction, On the other
side, at esimilardistance, there will be a photo station to do frame and
streak photography.

  

Pir

These\/aside from radiochemistry (which does not require anything
in the way of close dnstallations) are the major experiments. There are a
number of other, smeiler experiments: for example, attemptins to cowmt the
neutrons which get ont(supposedly, one can count the neutrons captured
inside by loolting ati.the mterials in the samples collected); observing the
cermas due to neutron capture in air, etc.

aa
fol

The instrumentation: his device vill use about the same tech
niques and set-up as for sHoT ct)Jthere will be a gemma recording station
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and photo station at sinilar distanessand in similar directions,

then, will be instmmented alnost as completely as

  ie original intent was to instrument this test almost as hizhly
as described poave for

 

ti
i

‘Frame camera photography will also be done, from a station
probably on Acmoen.‘~As noted above, if streak photography is necessary the
test will become a land sae.

he © SttoTS 24[-\

 

These models have og-then essentially no requirement except for
yield, which will be attempt both radiochemical and ball of fire methods.
It is planned to have photo ae Enyu and Bikini, both of which-can
see the proposed zeros satisfacto

:
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5, SOT & [co

Zero point is planned for Eberiru|land this test will have similar
instrumentation to the Both detaildd! high-speed photography
and detailed high-speed gamma observations th vacuum pipes are planned.
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within a factor of 3.

 

It should be noted that none of the bomb yields iprguaranteed to



SECTION IT
ADMINISTRATION, LOGISTICS, AND CONSTRUCTION

Ne POPULATICN AD BASE FACILITIES = A. Kelly

Figures on estimated population are necessarily, at the mament,
a;rather wild guess. ‘Je are assuming that the LASL group (diagnostic

tne’ ers and TG 7.1 headquarters) will total ~ 500, UCRL ~ 350
with a question mark), and the military programs ~ 500.
Vf

Camps are plamed for various places: the main camp on Parry, one
on rman in Bikini Atoll, a camp on Rojoa to take care of people working
on the| | shot, and one up~island to take care of

 

   

——

It ip/Héped that the facilities on Parry will accommodate the mmber
of people expected, and that the one on Enimman, which was built for the
construction.phase, will be ample. One problem is what to do about the
situation on Bikini after thé shot. The plan now is to put
all the people oniships, and it 18 noped that this ship population can be
held to something“like 300. It is also hoped to keep the Rojoa population
at about this figiire. my

It is expected there will be a peak of about 600 people fron TG 7.1
on Parry (this includes1U LASL, and DOD); that is, not all the people
will be on Parry at one tine).} will be spread out over the various camps.

These mmbers are ba ad Ivy and do not include Holmes and Narver
or the other Task Groups. get some information on these other
groups, it is difficult to tell what the total population will be.

Further Cammerts —- D.

It is clear that the base rcha on Parry will be about what we
had for Ivy, plus the additional ec cation of not kmovwing whether
will be on the reef or up near Eberiru. e latter, it is not knowm
whether we can establish another camp up e. If we have to shoot over
on the reef near Rigili, the commuting will be serious. (Possibly
a camp can be established on Rigili.) M7

We expect to have an additional building ! Parry for assembly of
the devices, and will load them on barges there (as well, so same sort of
ferry slip will be constructed into which the barge ¢an-move for loading.
The assembly building will probably be down on the south end of Parry and
will take up more of our real estate, presenting a security and explosive
probdlen, — poy

   



As soon as we have fired the first shot on Bikini, we have lost cur
camp and air strip, and will have to live on ships. There is also concern
about the contamination of the lagoon: we have a feeling that fram the
health standpoint the activity will probably not be too bad, but it will be
considerably above the normal Navy standards so that the Task Force Camander
may have to make an operational decision to let ships go into the lagoon,

rn
Be | PRETTARY SUPPORT ~ De Curry

,“

“Oar requests to the Task Force include the following:

1.
  

The preposed mmber of Army personnel (to be based on Entwetok
Island) is 77 officers, 964 EM. Among the support which they provide is
that of the Signal) Company, Port Campany (providing stevedoring at Eniwetok
and also DUKis);~and.the MP Company.

2. Maw |
We have asked foyan AGC (the Estes), an AV (the Curtiss), and a

CVE; attached to the latter! 6 to 8 HRS (helicopters), and 4 TE! (torpedo
bombers). In addition, wehave requested

a,

an LSD (partly to a boat pool and partly to provide
transportati the barges, possibly also for same
dewar traile Emiwetok to Bikini)

2 LST. (one to establish weather stations and to be available
for transportation en Eniwetok and Bikini or to support
the boat pool when ‘the is engaged in ferrying dewaz and
barges; the other excl for transportation between
Iniwetok and Bikini)

3 ATF (fleet tugs, for towing and *ppperting DOD and LASL projects)

if21 Lat t

5 LOU |

2 AVR U
a:

1 YCN (large barge, to be used as a helicopter“landing, probably
in the vicinity of Eniwetok or Bikini) |-.. Etat

4 PEM (mainly for transportation between Iniwetok anil) Rilcind , which
will obviously be short once we lose our air jstrip).PUG

-9-



In addition, we asked for one medium transport; the Task Force did
not include it in their paper to the Joint Chiefs of Staff but are
prepared to ask for it later on if it is needed,

3. Air Porce

We have requested for intra- and inter-atoll transportation:

amr 10 L-20

5 H-19 (the large 5— or 6—place helicopters)

  
13 H-13 (small helicopters)

"t=5h (the Generalts plane-—-we can probably use it if we
really need it, as we did the B-l17 last tine)

 

B-52 (?) C

Also:

10 B-29 (weather)

4, Search and Rescue es

 

For Experiments: IP

1 B36 )
(blast and thermal) |

1 B47

2 B29 (canister drops) rc

3 B54 (documentary photography) = _

1 B52 (? = this is the same plane as the rigs ion-marked
B-52 listed under the sampling plane jr ements)



Also, there are the sample return planes,

These planes will all be based on Sniwetok Island
operation, The 2000 men this represents, then, mst now be housedet
muiwetok.

% is not planned to evacuate Inivetok for any shot. However, there
a real capacity to do so, in case of emergency. Should evacuation

be necestary, it will almost surely be for more than a day.
  

is dated above, after the shot on Bikini everyone there
“or? s. A command decision has been made that there can be no

manned stations|a Bikini,

 

The Task-Force Headquarters and most of the people associated with
the airplanes will jlive on Eniwetok Island, so that while the number of
experimental people may not be much larger’than on Bikini (where there are
actually more shot$),the major proportion of the people will still be on
Eniwetok. hd rn

The shots on Enivetibk will be fired from the same control building
as used in the past, exdent: that it will be enlarged. The shots on Bikini
will be fired from a ship, aefor Mike.

Campbell explained the fun of J-6, the group at LASL which is
responsible for collecting and c ting requirements for instmment
stations and other construction, power, {timing signals, etc. From J-46, the
requirements go to the AEC for approvwalj jafter which they are sent to their
contractor, Halmes and Narver. Since the responsibility for providing the

 

facilities requested (and seeing that they ve the blast, etc.) lies
with the ASC, they prefer that HZN do the a design work, rather than
having separate experimenters submit their shed designs.

The folloa:ing chart will illustrate the urg with which requirements
for construction must be submitted, or they will be ready in tine.
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TO_GO (Months): vork

11
1.5 months occupancy

9.5
4, months construction time

no 5.5
bit 3 months procurement and shipping
bau i 2.5
\U) - 1.5 months design

 

amplifying: we now have about 11 months until shot time. The normal
time which experimenters ask for is a month and a half occupancy before the
shot. The constyuction period on Ivy went fram July through October, about
s months, .Thig@neratianlaoks Rigger by about a factor of 3 (in that

Ma _ will each be about the equivalent of Mike
im comstruction and!facilities; the three barge shots are about like King),
put with high optimism let us call this 4 months again. Normal procurement
takes about 3 months (this may be more for difficult items), design about
1.5 months. So a motith fren today is the deadline for construction require-
ments on Eniwetok and Bilini.

FRG

It would appear thatithe only way the DOD requirements can be obtained
is to have a member of that or zation go around and collect then, working
on this full time. Campbell s sted it would be helpful if this representa-
tive could spend a few days a Alamos familiarizing himself with the
picture, what is available, the tions, etc., then go see the various
experimenters.

7,
ce ORGANIZATION OF TU=-13

Colonel H. K. Gilbert has been a ed as head of TU-13, with earrange-
ments as described below for the next four nope? or so. The following

 

   
 

  

 

         

organization is proposed: L.,

Com. Uo ry

TU-13 | |
|

Cc l J — pol

Admin Prograns Reports Requirements
——

Since Gilbert will be concerned mainly with Operation gshbt-Knothote
in Nevada for the next few months, Captain N. =. Kingsley act as his

 



deputy during that time and possibly throughout the operation, 1Kingsley and Colonel HNartell are assigned full-time to.1-13at precent
and there is a possibility of getting two more people fron AFSVP assigned
full-time.

[| [since Gilbert and Ogle will both be at NPG for the mojor portion of
utthe} few months, it does not appear necessary to have a DOD representa~tive at Los Alamos until after Upshot-Knothole. The 'D-6" (counte to

j-6 and [iwermorets 1-6 discussed above) man will presumably be sneeley

at Least) for the present. King ’
z

The nalapproval for the organization described above is pending a
JCS paper, wiialy has not gone through but is expected to. Gilbert would
anticipate thatthe people in the Reports bex would not go overseas, The
Administration-section might not be necessary overseas—DiTT have found it
is necessary in comjinental tests. It will never consist of more than one
very junior officey and perhaps one enlisted man, In addition, so far as
personnel overseasare concerned, there would be possibly a logistics man,
as well as the construction man, in the bex called Requirements.

Captain Kingsley may becontacted by writing to the Chief, AFSW?
(Attn: Capt. N. E. Kingsley), PO Bex 2610, tiashington 25, D. Cs, or in a
week or so when they get set (GPs) to Hq TU=13. His phone is 7-1300.

Lo

oO)P. REPORTS .
a

Curry is preparing a form fi eatatus reports, a draft of which he will
show Kingsley, requesting the “dperational requirements except for
construction. .

As for experimental reports, Ogle request a preliminary one very
soon after each shot, and a final one ag s the data are interpreted.
This can be written as a report to the Task ip Cammander, and he will
not insist on reviewing it. ur

"Turquoise Book" for Castle: Sometime in J or August we would
like to get together a book illustrating the whal ration, Ogle asked.
that Kingaley or Gilbert furnish a section cove the DOD program. Ontline
and format should be similar to Galentinets Ivy olseBook.

i

G. PERSONNEL CLEARANCES Ls 
eos,
: ~ &

7)

The AEC has the responsibility for taking care of Q elbar ces.
Curry thinks it is safe to say that everyone working an thesé¢ iprojects
should have a Q clearance sooner or later—the sooner the bettér. As for
crews of ships, it is thought the officers should be © cleared, the crews
not necessarily; they will get a P clearance.

-13-



 

 

 

SECTION ITI
PROPOSAL FOR IR BURST AND SURFACD SHOT OVER DEUP WATER

 

ii t The DCD has made two proposals for the Castle tests which they
to explore at this time and if possible reach a decision on. These

-
(\fiea. Ag (puRsT
LA

Scoviihe described how this proposal arose. In the last meeting of
the Committee.on itamic Energy, Or. Bethe brought up the subject that he
considered'|,ieJnighly desirable to airburst a large-yield weapon at
approaching<an operational height. This was discussed to a slight extent
by the members ofthe CAZ, with mention also of the advantages here for
testing the whole: delivery system as well as obtaining scientific information,
and they recommended itbe investigated. AFS/P representatives then talked
with General Fields (Paul Fine and Col Huston were also there) and they said
they would initiate tie, investigation of the possibility of having one of
the shots changed fran,|rate to an air burst on Castle.

——

oO)
One of the primary s given br Bethe was evidence fram Mike Shot

that there was possibly s ting of the atmosphere. This evidence
could also indicate refractién’ to atmospheric inhomogeneities. One of
the other interests from the ry standpoint is an opportunity to
compare thermal radiation resul King Shot with a larger weapon.

5

Ogle outlined the present status of this proposal. It reached LASL
about two weeks ago and there was a ting here of the people concerned.
The conclusion of that meeting was +t we are very mich opposed to such
a shot. There are two reasons. J Division could probably carry out the
tests, but it would be mich more of a 1 e second and more important
reason is that we have nothing to air drop within that time. The bombs
that are to be prooftested at Castle will built in such a manner that
theoretically they could be dropped from a pl. (eege, they will have fins,
etc.), but in fact none of the ballistics will have sufficient tests an
them by that time. For example, the air drops pm the
systems will not be done until something like aiyear May. We are
umilling to put on these bombs, which we don't know Yery mich about, the
additional uncertainty that comes about because of te to carry then
around in a plane, then drop them and not know exactly-“wWhat they are like
the last half hour or so. [n\

So, from the point of view of LASL. the bembs will datpe in such a
situation that the Laboratory would be willing to drop tem, Fran J Divisionts
point of view, we would have to carry both methods of testing forward, then

 



air drop them if we could, change to barges if the air drop did not appear
feasible after tests.

Therefore, a lettcr has gone from Bradbury to either Fields or Dean,
stating these things. Bradbury has since talked to Bethe, but the results
ofthis are not known. Ogle can only put it this way: as far as the
Lab ory here is concerned, we are stremuously against this. If
uy igton decrees that it be done we will air drop smething—cre not
sure it go off, it may stop seme of the other shots and will alnost
ce ,gan the other shots will be late, because we would have to con-
centrate; on|ithis one at the expense of the others. The feeling is that
the over-ahl position of the country from the point of view of having these

  

Be

Scoville and thaler explained the reasons for this proposal, First
of all, the JCS have} in_recommending the deep underwater shot, specifically
said they would like to/ctmpare the effects of such a shot with a surface
shot in deep water, this)‘fo sea if the operational and development people
can get away from depthjSharges, etc., altogether, (If they can do almost
as well from the point of Liewof submarines and a task force array with a
surface shot in deep water ith an underwater burst, this would change
their concept.) Asked whet his is not amenable to’ calculation, Scoville
replied that unfortunately there is no existing theory applicable to the
calculation of underwater pres ej from a surface burst because all the
calculations break off at the bo ‘layer. Thaler added that some work
is now in process with scaled ch s, but it is not clear that results
fram this will be applicable to mucl detonations.

       

 

   

 

eR

inother point is that one wants check the instrumentation that will
be used in the deep underwater shot. ceplosives, that all the instru-
mentation will be checked by conventional esives, but proper checks
require a time constant which is not ava able from conventional explosives.
The participation in this test would not be p field test of the instmmenta-
tion as such, but against the conditions ovtaintt in Vigwan.

  
 

 

The point, then, would be to measure underater pressures at same 
depth at which submarines might be, at some distance h this shot and
Wigwam. The depth, according to Thaler, would be to or greater than
4, charge radii—_this is 0.135 times the cube root of | charge radius for
HE; for a 5-MT yield, the depth would be around 1000 [fey

and having some estimate of the yield, th d calculate
He continued: the region of interest for submarines the range

by scaling laws how far away the instruments should be. fy pointed out

-15-
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they had said earlier they did not trust scaling, then should use two
pombs with about the same yleld. Yes, they would prefer this, but mst
be opportunists. They have a range built into the pressure-measuring
instruments to cover deviations from scaling laws.) Thaler argued
further that in a lagoon shot one does not have an infinite medium,a
g ization upon which scaling laws are based, but can have channeling,
surf e and bottom reflections, etc. He added that they intend to instru-
enegt{phe of the lagoon shots also, but for another reason (see discussion

roject 1.5).
5 i

mend bre more points: the whole contamination problem—for example,
the scal¢|work on base surge—-indicates that quite a different effect may
occur indeép-and shallow water. Also, if ome conducts an experiment in
deep water, dg¥sehtially a homogeneous medium, it is felt one could under-
stand better the, results from a shallow water burst, having done one good
experiment whichisanalyzable.

Ogle agreed with these points in generel, if they would just do this
with a 20-I'T shot (NOT at Castle). Thaler said he has talked with Hartmann
and others who feel this 4s a good chance and should not be overlooked;
they have confidence in being able to go fron these results to predictions
on smaller shots. ih}

an
%ina

Porzel asked if the timé;duration of the pressure wave in the water
is important. Thaler replied t it is, frem the point of view of ship
damage; the modes of failure completely different if it is given an
impulse or squeezed slowly. Por thought this would be so markedly
different in a surface and under burst, perhaps by factors of 1000,
that ome could not scale with c ce. Thaler did net agree. Porzel
elaborated: the phenomenology : ocs on muclear explosions during

 the time the energy is being tranamittedito the water is so different in
the two cases that the resultant pres wave may well not scale. In
nuclear explosions this transmission rgoes a marked transition just
about the time one gets down to the pressure leyels which occur in Hi, so
that emall charge scaling up to nuclear charges is really treacherous in
this domain. Insofar as scaling for big yi ‘in nuclear explosions is
concerned, the peak pressures should reasona follow pretty well defined
scaling laws, but the durations he was not so sure pf. If peak pressure
is of prime interest, then it is a safe enough bet po trust scaling laws,
but if the tine constant is important, it is a rousthing to do.

The site recammended by the DOD for this shot is p¥£ the southwest

corner of Bikini Atoll, about a mile and three cuarters fan the ocean side

of Bokororyuru. Thaler has been looking into this and has! found that the
old Bikini-Charlie Seabee moorings are still good, will be fan the next

thirty years. A tentative mooring system has been worked outrelying

two lines and a Sea-Hule engine to maintain constant tension ;oean lines.

The Hydrographic Office has furnished information on weve hei and
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roughness, wind speed, etc: these moumbers say the waves have a maccumm
amplitude of 2 ft (from crest to trough), and that the wind Speed averages
20 knots, constamt from the Ni from about February through July. g

So far as LaSL is concerned, such a shot is not impossible nor
does-{tinvolve major philosoptiical problems like the air burst, but it
is considerably more difficult operationally. We would, in the first Place,
prefer}q different site, one where we could use the same photo stations
tini 8 and gamma stations as for the other barge shots. However.
the water {i ,a fough outside the lagoon at any place where this would be
possible, #ei would not trust the presently proposed methods of putting the
bonib on aiRarge and would probably have to use a ship.

os

4a far ds the bomb itself is concerned, one would probably talk of
a The guly} experiment that we would almost certainly lose would be
hign-speed casephotography, \-hich can be dome at the distancce we propose,
~~ 3 miles, with almost as good resolution as you like, but which requires
a very small fileld of view and could not tolerate the bargets moving about
appreciably. (It equild stand 1 ft or so, but no 20 ft, for example.)

Assuming this was the| the following would be required in the
way of additional construsiten: another 10 or 12 miles of timing line;
two new vhoto tovers which would probably have to be built after the

. This is veryrglose to the Wocation and might
mean serious fall-out problems» ‘In addition to probable loss of the high-
speed photography, we would b jtrouble on the telemetered alpha measure-
ment, which uses a wire system: ig.we would either lose or have to run
vires from somewhere close to the through the deep water to a station.
All these things are not impossibl would add quite appreciably to the
cost and effort.

ksked for a quick (and wnofficial)/dstimate of the additional cost
with regard to instrumentation, Campbell d guess at a half-million
dollars (this is the price of 2 towers plus es of wire). Hovever,
he felt a more serious difficulty than cost aitine proximity of that
location to _« This means cables have to be run and towers
built between shots, troubles in mooring on hét islands, and loss of a photo
station, This is about 9 miles from the | and there are

 
structures closer than that.

This subject was discussed again next day with Gravis in attendance.
The final agreement was as follows. LASL feels that this-is operationally
feasible and can be done, but cannot supply the extra (in the order
of magnitude of a million dollars) which it will cost. will explore
further from the logistic point of view whether, if the moneyia raised,
the work can be done (e.g., sec whether Spain can take on the} additional
effort). The DOD will decide whether such a test is worth thati/ghount of
money to them and if so, will see if they can get it. If they “tan, and our

investigations indieate it is possible, the shot will be made in that manner.
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It was further agreed that if such a test is done it will be the
since this has the lovest predicted yield of the sericga. Hovever

wchere-is one point: about a 50% probability exists that the will
be fired. If it is not the shot will have to be one of the This
wil}at be known until after Upshot,. The DOD should plan, however, ong 3

a yield range from about 200 KT to semething like 1 IT,

fhe. rographic Office has people available now who are qualified
to go out and observe normal wave heights inside and outside the lagoon,
correlatd these with wind conditions, etc. Scoville thought it a good
idea to $érdj someone out now, since this is the same time of year, and
Graves agreed“Scoville will talk with the Hydrographic Office and see
what support /istheeded; Graves will contact Spain about this. In addition,
H&J has a barge)moored now at the Atoll with a man living on it, who will
stay there for-several months.
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SECTION IV
DOD FROGRALIS

H. Scoville,N. Kingsley, G. Blunda, et al
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  Ae | SNERAL DISCUSSION 

Ogle,2Wagan the discussion by remariing that he had read the papers
on the DCDXtnat.ser and thought it clear that in some cases there may be
overlaps bh everal experiments will get the same data, in which case
it behooves uffig correlate this as much as possible.

For instddde, we will be doing sone thermal work. We do not plan to
do any total thermalmeasurements because we are not convinced that LASL
can learn anything fron this work which is applicable to our particular
interests. ‘e will robably, measure power-time. Most of the thermal work
will be concentrated. the” amd is largely devoted
to an understanding of thepphysical processes going on in the air et that
time. This is not etto effects considerations and is probably not
of concern to the DOD. j-\i
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Probably the only other place wherféj there might be duplication is in

the program for measuring total mmber neutrons. There our plans are not
at all fixed yet. We are not convinced can make any measurements by
techniques used before and get an answer-that we need. This is largely due
to the fact that the neutrons, of course, havereemparatively short mean free paths
in air and we do not think we can talk of recovering inside 1000 yds frm
most of these bombs, so that the error int ed by having to extrapolate
back to the bomb probably makes the measurements eq: crude to yield the
information we need.

   

Scoville presented a little history on the me as it stands
today. An outline of a program was presented to the RDB {6h 17 December.
Their new policy is to approve a program in general terms; rather than
project by project, so that approval was obtained in De¢ember from the RUB
of a rather generalized program covering the measurements thatwere
considered necessary as of that time. Since that period, thign‘projects
have been discussed in considerable detail with various agench$9that cight



make the measurements and were interested in the results, details were
worked out and the result is the program as it will be presented today.

After the RDB approved this program they went to the Secretary of
Defense and asked them to release the money (Mive million dollars of R&D
wine, Then there was a change of administration with a new econanic

» and it became necessary to resubmit the proposal. At the moment
t ogran is again in the RDB office; it 1s not thought they will review
it galp,but will probably send it back recommending the money be made
available | On the other hand, the DOD cannot count the dollars in hand
until thé iget them. There is a certain amount of so-called preliminaryplanning
money can be committed now for projects which are certain to be
carried out/mW

 

(It weit appear that the only thing we can do today is to go ahead
on the assumption-that the projects will get their money, and do the best
we can if some of! them do not.)

i i

The progran’ifWiéludes two projects which were not approved by the RDB
in December but were left| tentative pending more information. (AFSWP specifi-
cally earmarked these tieb|projects as being open to question.) One was the
long-range detection program, on which approval was left pending until the
next CAE meeting which‘was 0 February. The question here concerned
evaluation of the programs, because of the tight security surrounding
this work. S
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The other project was the ps proposal to evaluate atomic warfare
courmtermeasures by using two d rated Liberty ships, one of which
would be fully equipped with all devices which have been worked out to
protect and decontaminate Naval veSsel#j the other one not so equipped. They
would position these outside the blast ge but within the range where they
would be surely contaminated. The proposal was not approved the first time,
but was resubmitted with more details was then approved by the CAE.
This, then, should be added to the program de-driginally approved. (For
further discussion of this project, see bobs pelow. )

The rest of the afternoon was devoted Yo gq¢ing through the programs,
project by project, with Kingsley canducting the idiscussion. He explained
that he only got into this last Thursday, so would call on his colleagues
where necessary. As stated above, the program was dev last fall,
requesting the services to submit their concepts of programs they
needed, the results being worked over by AFSWP, consultdzig with the services
and the various laboratories, and boiled down into an lihtegrated program.
The outline presented today was predicate] on four types of shots: surface

bursts on the ground, in deep water, and in the lagoon, andan air burst.
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PROGRAM 1 = BLAST MEASURCMENTS

1.1 Blast Measurements by Photography (NOL—C. J. Aronson)

lela Free Air Pressures (Rocket Trails)

1.lb Precursor Phenomena (Rocket Trails)

 

  
ry pbele Base Surge Phenomena

Asked ithe reason for making free-air pressure measurements, Hlunda
replied that‘this is just about a routine measurement with then, in other
words, they féé]}that in the indefinite future they should get this at
every opportunity they can. If there is an operational reason on same
particular shot’for not making these, they might be willing to give a point.

It was agreed! that the object is to get in the state where one can
predict with the accpracy desired. However, they do not think they are in
that state yet, for-hi'gh-yjeld weapons.

4

Porzel stated that lds: far as the values on Mike are concerned, even
the enormous perturbation,-which enters because of its being a surface burst
makes very little difference.,The details,the rate of change of the fireball
growth curve, are typical on Mike of a situation, in beautiful
agreement with King on the fi and the raw data as measured by
rockets on King. He felt the ezasults demonstrated the basic validity
of the scaling laws. oO

Ogle suggested that while t easurement may not yield much nore
information than is already available he ground, it might give valuable
data from higher regions which are in a able atmosphere. Aronson did not
think the rockets would go up high en for that, but said this is a campara-
tively simple experiment and one should ‘met throw away data.

1.2 Air Overpressures as Function of Time and Distance Along the Ground
(BRL, SRI, Sandia) i:

rm
This would be similar to Cox's work on , and is proposed on

about the Mike shot scale of effort as a check po: on lel. Ogle questioned

this on the basis that there seems to be reasonable! agreement on :like between
prediction and measurement. Scoville said this is not tfiie in higher pressure

regions. Porzel said the mortars caught some of these ; they do agree—

he thought what the DOD meant was not higher pressures but; further out, and

this has to do with varying atmospheric homogeneity. Ogle cqmmented that the

things having to do with atmospherics need further investigationons
fiddLey
Bewonee™
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Scoville agreed that if one can predict within 10%, measurements
were not necessary, but he did not think this is true yet. Blunda felt that
if the RDB approved this and it does not interfere with diagnostic measure-
ments, its inclusion should not be argued. He pointed out that we only have
data_on_one large-yield surface shot, and recalled the Buster blast measure-
ments, | Tears flowed like wine.

(Uy Cax proposed to go up to about 200 psi for these measurements,
sincehe hadrno faith in the Ivy measuraments over 20 pai. BRL, SRI, and
Sandia have\gl1 expressed interest in this work. One of the proposals for
measur mM om the water shots is to measure the rate of travel of the
shock along e-water photographically. (.11 agreed that this is a
desirable methd¢}}clean and simple.) Also, BRL will prooftest at Inothole
sare 60 self-re ording pressure-time gauges, which should take same of the
strain off theinstrumentation.

Blunda *riphed to add that if the DOD measurements can all be done
at Bikini, they would;have no program on Iniwetok.

Resaroad

Ogle was still hat convinced much instrumentation should be
?

a

included, agreed that somg /wes warranted.
iru

1.3 Free Air Pressures ase Function of Time (Parachute-suspended
Canisters) -(AFCRC) ©)

This project has been c d by AFSUT, was not presented as a
requirement by the Air Force, Th d want it definitely if there is an
air burst; if not, AFSP would ask Air Force to re-examine it end recertify
that they do not want this test. I re satisfied with the Itike results,
AFSWP would net push it amy further. They} should have that decision next ircek
for a surface shot.

1.4 Shock Hinds and Afterwinds - (Sandi)

 Cox has said he feels there-should bea check on his like results,
and Scoville thought this would involve instrumentafion at two stations.
There is interest in the precursor stage, which is pf more importence on an
air drop but Thaler thought that even on a surface burst there is a definite
chance of a precursor, if there is enough thermal ahead of the shock
Wavee

i
=
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1.5 Undervacer Pressure-Time Measurements - (ONR, NOL) 
aPy OY

 

These have already had some discussion (see Section [i], B).
They are desired both in the lagoon and for the deep water shdti,/ as st-=ted

earlier, for different reasons—the lagoon work is in connection“with harbor

defense interests.



Thaler explained his plans for instrumentation. For the surface
shot in deep water, positioning would
be something as in the sketch, with
two strings, eight pressure-sensing LU
elements per string, enabling a cr
depth)sPrriioceft from a region 200 ft n

/1000 ft (the interesting Barge *.
vegice for‘eitmarines). ee

Instrumentation

 

For the 1¢goon measurements, they would participate in the shot
recammended by LiSL ids a good one, using a series of stations (probably
three, possibly four) which would contain probably six to eight pressure-
sensing elements peristation, and in addition employing ball crusher gauges
for peak pressure. i

The pressure-spriing elements would be mounted on tuna cans
(weight ~ 1 ton aplece),“d f which will begin just as soon as Thaler
gets back to ‘iashington. He added that he would be um-illing to do this
experiment if they chose the location (north of Bikini) for the shot,
since the water there is so twould mean woricing in 9 or 10 ft swells.

Aronson stated that NOL ~considering adding 2 munber of channels
to this measurement to get more da ints.

1.6 Acoustic Pressure Signals in he - (ONR)

mtThis is an off-site experiment; invoalyes no personnel nor instru-
mentation in the Atolls. ic

1.7 Water “‘ave Studies - (ONR, NOL) iJ

Interest is in such measurements in bot} deep and shallow water
and also for some measurements going up a beach. m
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1.8 Close-in Ground Accelerations (SRI, BRL, Candi)

Everyone is agreed this should be very limites;“but.should be done.
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FPROGRAIS = NUCLUAT B.SraTIOn STUDIZC

2.1 Gams Film Dosage Measurements ~ (=SL)

Gomna Tadiation Dose Rate va Time =< (ZSL)

 

It was agreed there is probably no point in making these
ndabyonents on the Berkeley bombs since they do not represent an oper-
ationally, significant situation. ‘Ccoville said it was his thought that
LASL wouhdi cover the very eerly interval, and they are not particularly
interestwaethe high-speed radiation except to separate the two categories
(i. e., ad cone quickly or as a result of fall out). ifslik thought they
should be inkBkbsted in this so they could give data on the source to Rand
or someone tio,calculate it. with regard to effects on aircraft and the like.
Cele ch&oted ‘that LisL will make these measurements only on and

 

=CL williuse the equipment employed by Costrell in the past, with
even slover time resolution than before. The devices will be self-contained,
with no telephone wires Aids time.

Dose rate veltune measurement are planned only for Bikini.
{ifu

2.3 Neutron Flux and pectin |feasurements - (NRL, NRDL)

this is planned for only one surfzsce
s in as great detail as we know how

we would do it any place else, nor did

   

  
shot. (LASL will make such mea
on Jughead; Ogle did not know wh
he think UCRL planned to.)

Scoville thinks it is a question of getting the people who will
do this for the DOD and the people here} fogether and vorking out a combined
program, Jalik suggested this is also true the gamma projects.

The reason for this project is thet D just do not have any data
on this, and also want to tie it into Projec Aede

2.4 Neutron and Gamma-ray Shielding - (cRL]

Scoville stated it was their feeling tits hqscmather limited value;
on the other hand, the effort involved here if sameone |iel.ge is measuring the
neutrons consists only of putting in a few more detectdri.

2.5 Fall-out Distribution Studies - (IRDL, CRL) rsan
hid

To be done at Bilini. This measurement will duplicacate the DAN
buoy work on like (except that results were disappointing on e because the

-2he
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fall-out did not fall where it was expected to). The RDB rated this
project very highly, and Ogle would agree with this.

Reh Radiochemical Analysis of Ground Contamination (Off-site Lab
i] 1) Studies) - (NADL, CRL)
i 3

(Uy This pertains to study of the samples fron 2.5. A great many
agencies will be interested in these results, and it was scovillets feeling
that the people who want the ultimate answer should anclyze the fall-out
samples. ji\ |

RE Od

2.7 Zarly/Ghoud Sampling Techniques

    
 

Scoville explained that this project had been put in as ea result
of discussions with Graves in Washington. The thought was that probobly in
the time available for Castle one could not develop a system which would be
the final one for cloud sampling, but that various approaches could be
investigated. He thought the primary requirement for this work would be fron
the two AEC laboratories (ASL and UCRL). The DOD does have on interest but
it is more minor: in orderito analyze the fall-out problem properly, they
need to know the distribu on of radioactivity throughout the cloud et about
the time the cloud become stab zed. However, if the questions were
answered fron LATL's point of w, this would satisfy the DOD requirement
as well. , AS .

Two groups have been =a look into it: the Chemical Corps
has contacted the Army guided mis ople, and NRDL, the Navy missile
people.

After discussion, it was deci that this project should be
dropped from the DOD program, since it ig [primarily of interest to the people
who use the samples, and that LASL shouldbe charged with the responsibility
of carrying out investigations of this naturey——Hooper stated that LASL hes
already made plans for Castle sampling to Patishe requircnents of the

& Chemical Center, LASL, AFOAT, and UCL: thery be one high-altitude
sample (up to 2 maximm of 55,000 ft), other
ft, to be collected with manned aircraft.

 

ples between 43,000 and 53,000

SJ€ is prepared to make 2 theoretical s of this probl«m also
and, at our request, will investigate the possibility ofgiided missiles.

PROGRAM 3 + STRUCTURES AND CRATERS by

 

3.1 Loading and Damage to Structures - (OCS)

It is desired, if possible, to study the pressures-on’the OCEts
multi-storied building om Engebi, the 3.1.1 structure of Greenhouse.
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“eoville said they had talked of doing this on like Shot, decided it w-s
net worthwhile, and no: wished they had dene so. However, if the -
shot is moved to Rigili, they would drop this.

ry i] This project also involves construction of a cubicle duplicating
the! 3,2 Knothole cubicle, to be near the OCI structure. If the shot moves
to , they would want the cubicle on Bikini.

rm

gee suggested that unless they want measurements in conjunction
with the 9ld/OCE structure, it would be mich better to do them on Bikini,
since Engébi/ isstill quite hot and there would be trouble instrumenting
the structures;s) }They agreed that if they could not instrument the OCE
structure, either because Engebi is too hot or because the shot is too far
away, the 3.1,1) portion of the project would be out but theywould still want
the cube on Bikini.,,This structure is to give one check point with the
Knothole test and is' all that is proposed in the line of test buildings.
Location desired for! the cube is in the 20-psi region.

3.2 Crater survey fxd Svaluation - (BRL)

(Only the ‘ 2 \ part bears on the operation overseas.) The DOD
are amxious to get all the ter data they can, would make what surveys
they could within the lagoon he island and lagoon shots.

Ogle would argue thit/this is an automatic thing anyway; we have
to know this, so we request H&N +t e these surveys and they have done so
in detail in the past. He asked i s were not enough, why make it another
project?

The DOD plans were to get photography using the Army Map Service
personnel, as soon as possible after the jshot before there has been any back-
filling of the lip, etc. They would thési use a small boat to make a traverse
of the crater when this became possible, .
fathometer to get points at the interfaces | Water
indicated in the sketch. The objection to {| vad
a late survey is that this would measure only
the apparent crater instead of the actual one.

| Cracked-up coral

sy

Coral

  

&
2Sneay

The difficulty of getting in early, because of thd’,contamination,

was mentioned, and the point was made that there was really aq hurry, just

so it happened before the next shot. Porzel thought one should e the

survey as early as possible because there is evidence that the-tiike crater

shifted quite a bit for several days. Blunda agreed, and explained how
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important this is with regard to harbor considerations and the like. They
wish to get a correlation with HD work—~in this connection they would, of
course, prefer a shot on the bottom but would try to correlate different
types of bottans with H- shots.

nn
| | Blunda saw no objection to letting H&N do this work if they would

do 89 jas] soon as possible and if it were tied dowmas a project so they would
write-a’report on it. He thought emphasis should be placed on the fact that
this is an rtant effect.

 

LMithe DOD did this, Kingsley would guess it would require something
of the order oftwo people and a boat. The photographs include aerial
photography anfl/gle asked if they would be willing to let Lookout Mountain
take the beforeiand after pictures. Scoville guessed they would.

PROGRAM 4 - BIOMEDICAL STUDIES

hel Neutron Dosihetry with Mice - (ANCGS, MRDL)
jp \

Seoville explaited that this is different from Carter's project
in the past where he measnted the mean lethal range. The object here is to
put out mice at distance inchepente that might be important from a military
point of view—-never mind if 1 get killed at one place and none at the
next—-the object is to correla e physical phenamena with the biological
response, Scoville said he wa to admit it but they do not have these
data, and this is the only place h d say that a biological method is
better than a physical one.

Ogle mentioned a point whtth was sure they were aware of: as
the yleld goes up, the blast and thermalidffects becaze more serious relative
to neutron effects, so that if mice are placed where neutrons will hurt then
they will be killed by blast and thermali! He thought there were enough

 

neutron measurements made on Ifike that this tion could be gained fron
then. (Scoville pointed out that AFCP do not have the Ivy neutron data,
and they are quite amclous to get it.) Ogle thought to get the dosages one
would want, the mice would have to be around I 0O yds; the high-energy
neutron flux will not be mich greater than from ‘Mike, and 1000 yds would be
right in the crater. It seemed to him that they be talking of what
happens because of the difference in neutron spect fren a fission bomb.
To find this out, one would have to be in a region wherdtiere is an appreci~
able high-energy neutron flux and because of the air attemation, this mst
be close. py

,

Scoville said that he had not seen the data fram ikejyet. for
a 20-KT bomb, one gets a lethal range of neutrons at 1400 yds.) las Ogle
saying that for a 102i bamb the lethal renge is the same? Essentially,



r
replicd Ogle, as far as fast neutrons are concerned. Scoville stated that
af this is the case, there is no point in the experiment. He would say
that before they plan further on this, they should sec the data.
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If 4.1 is;dome, it will apparently not be necessary to have the
trice born and bred in the Pacific—Scoville thought they would be corent
to fly them out and back. ;iThey would, however, probcbly want to do a spleen-
thyrms study <t the Atoll,rapa would require lab facilities end housing for
the mice, ,

765

The agreement was ti ve this project tentative, and they will
re-examine it in the light of to be furnished by LASL. It was Scovillets
feeling that in view of Ogle's tis there is orobably no point in doing
the experiment; however, both medi. penels were quite in favor of this, and
it is the only biomedical project.

PROGRAM 6 = SERVICS S.UIMICNT AND ToCHAIQGES

6.1 Evaluation of Indirect Bomb Dathage Assesamemt Techniques - (./\DC)

This is planned for all shots, and done more or less auto-
matically. Continuation of the work is desi by WANC because they are
cantinually modifying their IsDa techniques.

6.2 Zffect of Blast, Gust and Thermal stilt on Aircraft in Flight -
(SIADC)

A B+36 and 2 B-47 have been requested for thi femeasurements.
No drones will be used. Cgle had no question as to theidesirability of the
measurements in general, but suggested they might better be a in Nevada.
Scoville replied that the rolative effect of thermal and blagt effects would
be different on these shots. iu ]

=
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6.3 Flectromagnetic Effects - (ESL)

AFS.P wishes to re-examine this project. The proposal came in.
before Ivy data were reduced, and Scoville stated that if these data are
mulfecpent they will not wart to do this again,

||
iGz Proof Testing of Atomic ‘arfare Countermeasures - (NRDL, CRL)

alte discussed above, this is the BuShips proposal to test the
techniqu Maving to do with decontaminating a ship, involving vent closures,
spray ah etc., and would entail two drone Liberty ships, one equipped
vith all e //~gountemmeasures, the other not so equipped. It is apparently
quite important|ito the Navy, since further design and production of these
devices will hi on the results. They discussed having the ships manned
and further away’but decided the data to be gained by putting them closer and
using drones were worth the increased cost and effort. They want them inside
a possible base surge, if there is one, but sufficiently outside the blast
range; distances 26 to 10 miles are being talked of. The ships mst be
moving since the spray svFien operated only if there is a relative novement
to the vessel. }

Ogle asked sadgit was necessary to test these countermeasures
close to a banb, why not spray,‘ohm with debris frem a pile? Scoville replied
that the activity must be in sol form, the way it is. received fram a shot.

    

   
   

The greatest probl pe.is an operational one with regard to
the drone control. Cowart stated \thmat the Task Force has discussed this—
there has been consideration of cqntyplling the ships by a plane flying, or
from another ship—and have concluda/ it will require a clear channel systen,
a group of radio frequencies (the mumbe yet determined), in order to
ensure safety. There is also a for a helicopter to take the
crews off before shot time which would in addition to the requirements
already submitted.

The seriousness of the frequency [ie has not yet been investi-
gated, but it would appear that if this can solved the project can be
carried out. ‘Scoville thought they wished to pate on the deep water

shot and one large raft shot, so as to have one situation and one crudded

up with coral, for application to harbor studies.
ay

It was suggested that this project should brihg along a third ship
(e.ge, am APD) as part of their package deal, for contHeftand to house the

crews and experimental personnel.
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PROGRAM 7 = LONG RNGS DETECTION (.FOAT~1)

7.1 Hlectramagnetic Radiation Calibration

72 Detection of zirborne Low-frequency Sound from Atamic Explosions

? Ji

t
n

A
A

C

3

i These are all off-site projects, No particular coment
it would We\fice to find out what happened on Ivy, except that

fA)
7-4 |(Qalibration Analysis of \-Bonb Debris

Pn

Thi/s{project involves aircraft based >+ Tniwetok. and is done in
canjunction withr¢he TAGL radiochemistry work, -“FOAT-1 takes zas sannles,
get several inches of Spence's filter papers, etc.

;3 Seismic Measurcnents

|

PRCGRAM 8 - THERUAL ME\SURINTS

8.1 Thermal Radlation Neasurements - URDL

Scoville state@they had talked cth Stewart last week ond he ade
the statement that 1f LASE ha objections he would like to measure the
total thermal energy as part o CWis LisL Castle program, that it sould not be
too much extra effort for hin. he’ does this, the DOD will cancel this
whole program, since 8.1 is th project.

. This arrangement is satieetory to LASL and it was so agreed.
Stevart will have instrumentation yur of the six shots, the plans largely
concerned with early times but once tie stations are there the total thermal
measurement will be no problem. He will sure etmospheric attemation anyway
because it is a photographic requirenent.

This agreemert is on the basis of n6-Sir drops. Chould there be
such, Scoville felt there should be more inst ation.

   

  

  

asurements, but did not
es. As for measure-

The DOD is interested in the power-
plan a project for it since LASL will make these st
ments from a plane, their feeling was that it is worth the effort of azicdng
this measurement in the air—they are not concernediwith the thermal radcia-
tion as a fimction of distance, how it got there, nor th¢ atmospheric trins-

mission, all they care about is ow much flux was receiv ts effects,
snd feel this is adequately covered by Project 6.2. ct also told then he
would make a calculation for them based on his surface measurspents. Ogle
agreed that if one knows ‘shat the planc received, he can probably \figure cut
the attermation as well as it is needed. The only other poknt|fin would

-30-
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make him interested in an air measurement has to do with .
which in principle one can also calculate with no troutlesThere4Sects
one is on the ground he is looking at one quarter of a sphere » if up in the
air, ata hemisphere, This apparently showed up .uite strongly on Mike, but
as he remembered it it came out about as calculations would imicate,

Scoville said the DOD would put up a small nominal sum for thispirimh
padidai 9 - SUPFORTING MEASUREMENTS

PNG
Fed)VWechnical Photosraphy - (EG&G and Signel Corps)

\9.2 Wining Signals - Hs<)

9.3 Meteorological Documentation

Ogle quegtioned why these should be designated as projects, since
they appear to be more in the line of support functions, For example, the
timing ami firing work has been set up as a separate task unit, Fhotosraphy
can probably be hahdied as it was for Ivy, since EG&G are in this already,
The Task Force will supply a lerge weather service which should be sufficient,
and there are also requitements for certain atmospheric comlitions at shot
time because of the bali-of fire photography,

fo
Scoville creorieted for them this was an organizational problem,

they mist get money appropri for these services and have to account for
the cost, They have also f i eful to have one person worry about and
coordinate all requirements of rt. Therefore, they would like to keep
this program for administrative ses, but would not require reports,

There will be a large of requests for photography from the
DOD experimenters, among them Aronson'$ jhlast projects (this will include
aerial motion pictures for shock velocity over water and base surge); crater
survey) locating Thaler's buoys. The pres an is for photo stations on
Bogeallua, Parry, Hikini Island, Enyu, ami v probably the Mack coral head.
There is also the possibility of having the! sort of stations as were on
Engebi for Mike shot, that is, cameras in steel boxes for which we furnished
the concrete bases, This might be done in a fewoe where signals are

e

   

   
  

available. EG&G will do aerial photography from point of view of cloud
coverages

The DOD would like to have EG&G do their phdtography, had mentioned
the Signal Corps just in case EG&G were too busy to doit. Arenson would like
to contact them directly, especially since one may po y need to activate
additional camera stations, (Ogle said that at the moment 6 bably know
their plans better than they do.) dy

Puss
Scoville was reasonahly sure the Task Force can all the

meteorological data they need; it is just a question of callecting the
requiremer.s from the various projects,

=3lL=



Be KINGGLEZ'S SUMMARY OF POREGOING DISCUSSIOz

(The folloring is probably not verbatin, but quotes and th
and second person pronouns are used for convenience,) ° first

[l¥trogram 1; You feel that 1.2 should be limited in mmber of stationsas ma ps possible. This is a check on photography."

BL : "Can we make that twe take sufficient stations to augnent
the Mikes data? ?')

nprdgrah « No exceptions. It was our voluntary agreement to re-examine
204. Project | eZ) is to be dropped if you inform us that you are doing this
work, FPurthermpre, the people cre to get together (LASL and DOD experinenters
concerned) and.discuss this."

"Program 3: No! exceptions. It is understood that the 3.1.1 structure
will not be instrumented if the shet is on Rigili, The other structure
(the cube) will be on-—Bikini."

i 4

(Ogle: "Let Lockout[Mountain do the photography.")
i Pu

"Program 4; We will re arine,' . (Scoville again recuests Ogle to send
them the pertinent data..) "Pras ly the project will be dropped."

“eo }

"Program 6: No excepti an 7OUs We will re-examine 6.4 ourselves."
LJ ;

(Curry: "I would like to m in regard to the drone ships—if it
comes to a question of a control ther than a control plane, the Istes,
the Rendova, and the LSD all have other s, so if rehearsals are done, you
will need another ship. I don't feel we use one of the ships already
requested.'' It seemed to Ogle that 6.4 nds upon a statement fren the Task
Force as to how serlous these objections are. art stated that they have
looked at it; if saneane has the money and th ency problem can be
solved, they can do it—bdut he thought the cy problem is serious. Ogle
remarked that at least two of these shots ve television monitoring of
the DD systems, which will take up a good-sized Hooper warted to
mention that last year we overlodded the electronic] system aboard the Estes
rather dangerously, wished to emphasize more than r for the DOD to think
in terms of a support ship for the two Liberty ships: )

"Program 7: No exceptions.”

"Program 8; (Only Project 8.1) - we are dropping, “with e\ under—
standing that LASL will make total thermal measurements." i

j
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"Program 9: Is to be dropped as a pro |which we may want to carry." Program except for possibly 9.1,

(Ogle would be happier if they would not, woul,
projects where £G&G is concerned that they are doin

Piad

Li:
Ce. *. THER DISCUSSION OF PROJECTS = Personnel, Requirements, Shot

.VI Participation, etc, ,
PATaa
i =

d just note in the
& the technical photography,)

r
a
r
i

w
p

; summarizes this portion of the discussion, The following
comments 17 /Teplement the information contained therein,

ffi
Comments on the fable

lela) Have nostrugtures but mst be tied in with the photo stations
1.1b) (EG&G? s stations).

Retween-shotproblens: they have to set up rocket launchers betwoen
shots, but presumgh : this could be done within a week. EC&SC will
have to move theif/icameras, etc.

ini.
l.le Again, must be tied in/with camera stations.

s .

Aronson wants to be euronore is tree clearance along the line of
sight of the cameras, soas Bi to duplicate the King Shot situation.

1.2 As it stands now, it is 3 ies, ORI, BAL, Sandia Corp. There is
a great deal of discussion the mumber of people involved.

The interest here is in pressure to 200 psi, higher pressures
than they got on Ivy. | :

Ogle: either you tackle this fron th¢ of view of getting your
major data out of aerial photography, jor!you dantt. If you do, then
1.2 should not need very many stationg, If you don't trust photography,
then why not say so? |
Much talk about structures. If they cannot lise existing structures
on Eniwetok, Scoville says they probably t There
are no existing shelters near where wil} shot. Campbell
cannot build a Sandia-type station on the reef. | Mlunda suggests
seeing what can be done at iniwetok that will not-tun to terrific
expense-——they do not think large expenditures for sheltére are warranted.
The plan for Bikini is about 3 instrument shelters. ay, think it will
probably be wiser to stay off unless self-rechisiing instru-
ments can be used. Campbell says even self-recording ruments, if
they require bases, can be quite expensive. Hlunda does not think

 

 



 

 

 

 
     

 

   
 

 

 

    
 

 

   

TABLE OF PRELIMINARY REQUIREMENTS FOR TU- JECTS
OPERATION CASTLE 13 (DOD FRO )

Project lla llc 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5
1.15

° }

No, of |
People) 5 3 max 15 z 5 15

LU
Shot

Particie 394, 5 ) 12, 2,3 2,3 4,5
pation 4s 5 or |

2,4

Relay
Structures stn
required N 4 Share Recording

(600's) | | with 1,2 stn

Aen ; |Wiring Y IAN Y : Y
(Timing)

|

Possibly j ru Possibly | Share Possibly
Radio i “os fab Radio \ | with 1.2 Radio

! ay : i

Where i we) = Parry and
Housed Ship ; Ship | (Qe | Ship Ship

i { \
t ey, _t

Who NOL :  KOL AFSWP Sandia ONR
Aronson = Aronson Kings] Cox Thaler

Pl
LI

Between= Ui
Shot No: N N 7 N N
Problems | | |
(umusual): it |

{ j ka —— |
' an t re ’

Amo stge on ship ¢ ! ! bee ' 20 x lo
Lab tent on shore f small: 20 x 3d } ‘Share | on Parry 7
Space lab space on ship ; (ship?) “with pred | Steward

(~ 10x12) | ff \\) space out-
' iii dl side

r F | ba
| ;

Office ( |
ShareSpace 10 x lo i N VY with 1.2   
 

N = none or no

Y = yes -34=

 



 

 

TABLE OF PRELDUNARY RLWUIREMENTS FOR TU-13 (DOD PROJECTS )
OPERATION CASTLE

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
   
 

 

 

 

  

          
 

Project 1.6 1.7 1.8 2.1 Zoe | 263

Nol, |of

iu !
VL |

AU
Shot {AY By dy 5 2 2,35 45
Partick\ 5 2,3, 4;
pation 2 i 39 4) 5;

' 1?
eno

Structures i Camera Concrete-
required 7 Stns SLare y lined N

Loo with 1.2 holes
r*
AY

Wiring paix ¥
(Timing) LPedsd Radio N N N

qo
5

ul

’ Y (Fy Eninman
where Ship \f> and Ship Ship Ship
Housed 3 hy) ship |

’ ( '

) i t |

|
Who Scripps ? P | ESL ESL i NRL

. Revelle? Kingsleyc ? Hanscome

Between=- u | N
Shot N N n| u |} Courder
Problexs i 1 Flight
(unusual) Ld |

: us |
Lab N Share N 45-x 20 | N
Space ! With 1.2 Py |

7 |

Office v 10x10! Share lo x lo N | 10x20
Space With 1,2 f

Ns none or no
Ye yes =35-



TABLE OF PRELIMINARY REWUIREMENTS FOR TU-13 (Dop JECTS
OPERATION CaSTLE ( *RO )
 

 

 
 

  
  

 

  
 

 

 

 

  
 

 

          
 

eeeenemenend Saeed wwe ee cme . —™y] oeeee sie Fone eeea ee

Project 24 2.5 2.6 2.7 3.1 3.2

No, of, -,
Feral i 1 30 N N 7 3

W PRapereenter of ones - __

cd 11L33U4, ’ 2 i 1, 2,3; on { “9&9 75pation f Ad hy 6

Structures} of, ON ; oa N
Required i

i recording

i ~

Wiring ; { mi Y
(Timing) ii yo hy Radio N

I

Uy |

Where Eninman @ j ‘ Parry
Housed Ship and N | Eninman and |

Ship CY) _ Ship |

WROD! | arswp |
Who CRL CEL Kingsley KEL?!

rr

Between- Recovery _ 4 ;
Shot N and 7 N Entry
Protlens reposition} ii time

‘ (unusual) ing Uf}

| - IB :
; Lab Co |
| Space N 20 x 20 to-x 15. N |
; mam '

Lt Jo

! Office '
; Space N y y y N loxio | |

{ 3} |

N ® none or no
Y = yes -36=
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TABLE OF PRELIMIWARY REUIRDAENTS FOR TU=1 1SOPTION Caste Ot (DOD PROJECTS)

 

 
 

 
 

   
 

 

   
  
  
 

 
 

    
 

   

Froject bel , |

* 90 crew 1a 4lo, of 6 6 ; «6 5 25 5
Phdzile ' 75 total
a8 ‘wt ! A

Portici-'} |
pation {/\/ 17? all : ALL? Al 39 4,5 |

fn i :
if a |iy | } |

Structures; ~~ 7 antenna i APD
Required Y2 N oe: instal, | |

bes :
5 sacoee }

1 of | |
(Timing) N iA a Ny Radio i |

(2) jf
a OO)!

Where i EBhivetok Rpluctok | Eniwetok ,
Housed +: Parry ? Island \island Parry Ship ! Island.

) _ ae
; _ANcGS !

Who i Brennan? WaDc W ESL |
t -Kerttulo | NRDL

a | |
i I i |

Between= _ if m1
Shot ' Mouse N yu Ny N
Problems ! Storage |
(unusual); Ll

| 5 | 3
Lab : _ |
Space ; 2Ox10 10x20 10x20 10 x 20°F" NL

| , |
Office | y
Space lo x 10 li Hu u | N      
 

Y = yes =37=
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ther should spend very mich. The | mae
is not available to the Don, sinceitte asec on Sdberiru
station, its original purpose, ing uced as a Ganex

_. Ogle asks about the 3 structures on Bikini—
Fl Pyould be one shelter each. He is afraid thoyiy) 7 ahota, thispad not 2
i} | wange they want with 1 structure, unlegs they plan to coveninso
i

to

uy
9

n
c

fith aerisl photography or self-recorling gages ryingrs oe a . e H 5

ow agize the range of distances involved here. (Sampoeti adds
"we, Ynstrunented to 23 miles on Ivy, and cried because we ran out
offhana)

Scoville)says they are primarily interested in the pressure region
ffon 20! to say 2 or 3 psi. Ogle says the atmospheric effects
(discussed earlier) will not show up in this region,

 

Campbell suggests that 3 structures be built for maximm pressures,

Conclusion: |Ausune 3 structures samevhere. Blunda adds, "put dam
3 to 4 structures;/we night want one on Bikini Iaeland tool, (Kingsley
puts dom 4, The/(600*8) denotes Sandia-type statiens.)

irl
Wirelaying: LASL bo
responsibility is cle
themselves. Scoville

    
  

 

ther have H&N do it, since in that way
Some of the DOD agencies may want to do it
s this mist be checked with each project

before an answer can b vens

Incidentally, cost on the ype stations is $50,000 apiece if
they are 20 miles away; i 1 to 2 miles, will run between $200,000 -
$300,000.

General comment on timing signals: webh the radio equipment to do 3
times signals; the times have not yet picked.

ry

General cement on lab space, etc: discussijeh,of where one does the major
work, Eniwetek or Bikini. The assembly peor are working on the principle
of assembling at Parry for Bikini shots, hi not apply to other
groups because of transportation difficulties, stelcar Hall is afreid one
just cannot get the facilities desired (lab pac etc) on a ship. He
emphasizes that the degree of military support w for Bikini and Sand-
stone camnob be expected for this operation. Curry thinks we mst
recognise, however, that we cannot do all this from Bikini.

ai

1.3 This project is questionable, and for purposes ofthe discussion
today, we will assume that it does not exist. J-Divisdion) has their
requirements fran Ivy, and presumably they would be much the sane for

 



thic, if the projec. is done. Or. Feoples pranised us that if he did
participats on lastlc, he would get same self-recording instywnents
for a telemetering system ihich iiould not have to be mannec, Hooper
eaphasized, hoever, that if canisters will be involved, we mst know
about it early. ‘Scoville would say at the mament that it is not in,

AP
lelj {Can this be the same people who do 1.2? (Cox also has 1.8) Campbell

Bs E

i i
Eft OF
ed

1.5

i thinks this mmber (total for Candia) should be made approximately 30
if.ope scales the work fron Ivy. Actually they will be doing more
reabis, because they will be on more shots. le would estinate 15
1g pend 5 people respectively for these 3 projects. Scoville and ,
Blunda say this mmber is unreasonable. The matter of personnel mm-—
bers j@-argued for sone time — it is finally decided to call it 5
people for this proj«ct.

ni

Shots: --2 and 3, or 2 and 4 if the raft goes ashore.

 

Same structures, wiring, and lab space as for i.2.
iBo bey

Thaler plansto dg“his assembly on Farry, would like the samo space
he hac last tims./jHe would estimate 3 weeks or a month on Parry before
the shot. After (that, will live on ship.

recovery problems. If‘he\has a land relay station, then he will have
a ship-based trailer. he can get an aircreft, will do away with
any relay and put the reco: system in the a/c. He will take this
up with the Task Force. H have 2 racks in his recording structure,
this includes everything.

re
Thaler wants to have : elenetering system as a back-up in case of

(Ogle: we would prefer, if you have no objections, keeping the relay
station on Enxyu. Thaler says t is ok.)

If they can get the instrumentation h fram Thaler (and Thaler says
-they can), NOL wants to obtain additi data, increase the scope of
the recording, get more chamnels, to get a better coverage om the
pressure-time aspect. iL people w help_Thaler in this project
(for the above). They also would like to yse, in this kind of a test,
additional instrumentation of a differont than Thalerts. (They
discuss how many extra people this takes —4[Thalersays it will be 2
or 3 and they are included in his original estimate of 10; Aronson says
it should be more —- they decide to make it 15.) ro

General comment on why the shot schedule is as it is: “If, for same reason,
i

the operation must be susvended before it is campleted, the! tuo, least important
shots are so they are at the end. Blunda/gaked if the

shot had to be given uf could ome of the shotai-be“the deep water
shot? Ogle replied he thinks this could be arranged.



1.7 Serdpps has promised to submit a proposal thr CIM on this problen
It should be forthcoming in a week or so. °

This will involve photo towers (C2:C) but Ogle coubts they can be
___ the same ones as for other photography. It will be desired tofi] flebserve floats, posts, etc., :ith roasonebly good spatial resolution.

: j One is therefore probably talking about smzll individusl camera
WU}|} stations such as used for this coverage on Ivy.

ct Fa

  

  

More|details mist await the proposal fra: Scriprs.

1.8 wdjahare structures, lab and office space with 1.2 and 1.4.
iyy~~

SUIMATION oF | plogkax ONE: tonber of personnel adds up to 53 — add a factor
\ of 50, —

  

TOTAL: 75 people

2.1 We said yesterday je would do this on all but the Berkeley shots.
However, Scoville; hetafraid one shouldnot leave out shot 2 — because
this isa surface!A » and one is not measuring just the prompt, but
the total. ‘

a

Scoville thinks film bi s will have to be tied don better than last
time. (Ogle says th yed down fine last tinc, that was the trouble.)
These will not be the gadget type — they just want the total.
Standard NBS badges will be (qiployed.

Campbell inquired es to tervals and what ranges would be
covered. Scoville: these will put down in an area pattern rather
than radial, will just use the aydilable land and anything in the water
we can stick them on. Campbell ed if one would want special things
erected in the water; the reply was, unless there is a great big

hole. Ogle thought there will be — all Y. Scoville did not think
so, if an area pattern is desired. { 3

Lab space: Scoville did not think this w be needed, if they are
not gaing to develop the fila badges. Caz tion: can use one of
Gardner's dark roms, Ogle thinks. Scneong pemions RacSafe facilities;
Hooper says Servis will be loaded already. ay

ro

Recovery: Scoville says one recovers theas quicilly as possible, when
the RadSafe situation is ok. Hooper says fine, init this should be
understood by the guy who is doing the experiment. THq-baete policy
is you are not going to get in very 3arly to recover. | |pi]

 

 



22

iy

204

2.5

The basic instrumentation is scintillation counters with recording
instruments. Scoville says they are talking only of eemething like
12 channels, 12 stations, thinks they record with magnetic tape.
This is long-time work like Berkeley did on Ivy.
ri
2.hat about coverage in distance? Scoville: there will be a maximm

PU £12 stations — not other atolls, but places in the atoll. This is
%, ° ie at fall-out. No good reason to be awfully close.

Stibictures: conerete boxes, require holes in the ground but ill not
beivery close — therefore, not very complicated. OK, 12 conerete~
lined hetes. Maybe not as many as 12, they will have 2 of these on
the Likerty ships.

 

First estimate was 12 people, but Ogle points out that Berkeley did
this on Ivy with 2 people for stations on the shot atoll, 2 people for
off-atoll ingtrumentation. He suggests Scoville look into their system.
Two people handled 15 gadgets spread on several islands.

Scoville thinks thgy|will record for at least 12 hours. Ogle mentions
we may well have the circumstance of appreciable activity at some of
the islands fron a/previous shot, will want to turn the instrument on
appreciably before the éhot in order to get a recording of the back-
ground, — sy

Someone should know of wy lem here of shipping these neutron
samples back to the States.

This may be out completely. ently, they will share facilities
with 2.2, if done.

This is a big program. Discussion) ensues about whether to do anything
on Exiwetok or not. Scoville t 8 not because it increases the
logistic effort so much. Ogle points _ is the biggest and
also the meat likely to go off. They trunent the land stations
(which Heidt told Campbell they could fase again) at Iniwetok. But they
want to concentrate on water stations.

‘

- These are stations which are put out and let drift, outside the lagoon.
It will take a great deal of Task Force suppért..They go out to 50
miles and they are talicing of a total of 50 stati ¢tis (ineluding all

stations), so maybe 30 floating stations. Ten aphece, weighing about

1000 lbs, and probably have to be put out a day before the shot. (No,
Scoville reads his piece of paper, and says they are talking about 80

free-floating stations —- this was an old proposal and he) thinks the
mumber can probably be cut down after they knaw of thg Bikini situation.)

im
Scoville thinks these will be weighted to the west. A 100-mile diameter

to work in 24 hours before the shot.

-42-

 



This is NADL, with CRL putting some additional collectors in the land
stations.

Between-shot problems are major — recovery and putting then out again,
It appears it will require 2 or 3 ships just to do this job.

mp

266 | is all off-site lab studies of samples from 2.5.

2.pAsPQs

sunnyGs PROGRAM TiO: 47 — (round off) ~ TOTAL ~ 50.

3.2 Tobedang by DOD. Photography by Lookout Mountain.

SUMMATION oFFeigonan THREE: 10 TOTAL = 10

4.1 Thisisa question-narked progran, but they will put same mmbers down
for it. i:

P Rasy

Kcacaned

Ogle: we would 1iké to know as soon as you do know, what you propose
doing with the mi¢é before they are positionod; if it takes another
island, we should/kpow about it.

? z
Bd Raat oo,

Shot participation is Gabstionable. Ogle: fram the point of view of
getting a neutron spec -—~ if you're on the, } you'll got
primarily a fission s e are vest itredthe point
of view of the experizent, they do not want to have nice on barges,
so is questionable so on they would be working aon
the reef, (They put down ith a question mark. Also on 2.3, since
there were neutron measur s olved there.)

They will need to shield pretty well or iil lose the mice. Scoville |
doesn't. think it is worth doing the rinent if the effects are just
within 2000 yards. This does not rat big structure. Ogle doeantt
think you can keep a mouse alive there ‘without quite a structure,
even at 2500 to 3000 yards. Ul

SUMMATION OF PROGRAM FOUR: 6 TOTAL - |

No coments on 6.1, 6.2, — see table. Ul ra

6.3 Again, is a question-marked program, but sane mnbbrs were put dom.
LI

6.4 This is the Liberty ship deal. Personnel estimate: total of 75 for
crew and experimental personnel. fil
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LAGL again suggests they should bring along a third ship as part
of their package deal — for contral, and also to house these 75
people. Sanething like an APD,

SULEATEON OF PROGRAM SIX: 92 TOTAL = 100

TALT2s and 7.3 are off-sita AFOAT proposals.

 

 Teh 4s{¢dobined with Spencets program.
a8. ¥ 

 Hopper thinks it will be similar to Ivy in terms of mmber of people
ji ‘ARDAT fasticipation) — there were 31 total Program 7 people on

Ivy, mogt-of theso on Kwajalein. Sane of these will still be en
Kwaj, foxflong-range samples. Put down 5 for mniwetok Island.

SUMMATION OF PROGRIM SEVEN: 5 (Call it 4 because it is easier to add)

itn TOTAL - 4
Program & - The DOD is notdoing 8.1 (Stewart 1s doing this under LASLts

program) but may dt} it financially. How much? Ogle would guess
samething like $30; -_Kingaley puts this under "structures

wt foorequirements, fa}

The report on this pro will be included as part of Stewart's
regular report. i)

Program 9: This probably has a eas "structures! number on it, which
Ogle would hesitate at the to guess at. Kingsley writes "AC"
all thru colum, with "Cash Su in Structures colum.

Total mmber of people in

 

DOD programs: (using adjusted mmbers) 7

Progran 1 75 IP

Program 2 50 |

Progran 3 10 Ul

Program 4 6 Cc

Program 6 100 3 a
i r\

rare LM/

TOTAL 245 vnemdinal
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